Stroigazmontazh LLC

Registration N: 7729588440
Principle State Registration Number: 1077762942212
Also known as: STROYGAZMONTAZH
Founded: Nov. 26, 2007
Current state: dissolved since Sept. 4, 2020
Under sanctions: Switzerland, Australia, Canada, European Union, United States of America
Registered: Russian Federation
Address: 119415, Москва, проспект Вернадского, 53
Website

Stroigazmontazh LLC

Last profile update: Aug. 3, 2022

Documents external links

Company profile on clearspending.ru archived

Connections:

- Close associates
  - Rotenberg Arkadiy Romanovich - co-owner, Share 84.480%
  - Rotenberg Boris Romanovich - co-owner, Share 14.520%
  - Zhukov Aleksandr Vladimirovich - employee
Related companies

- **JSC VOLGOGAZ** - Controlled by, Share 51.000%
- **JSC Krasnodargazstroie** - Controlled by, Share 51.000%
- **Lengazspetsstroie JSC** - Controlled by, Share 62.670%
- **АО “СТРОЙГАЗМОНТАЖ”** - Legal successor
- **JSC Spetsgazremstroie** - Controlled by, Share 68.000%
- **Bank ‘SMP Bank’ JSC** - Controlled by, Share 26.510%
- **Association of Construction Organizations in the Gas Sector** - Controlled by
  - **Stroyinvestkholing CJSC** - Owner, Share 100.000%
  - **Volgogradneftemash OJSC** - Controlled by, Share 79.100%
  - **VISKOM LLC** - Controlled by, Share 99.000%
  - **Investments and Construction LLC** - Controlled by, Share 99.900%
  - **‘Neftekhimprogress’ Scientific Production Company LLC** - Controlled by, Share 60.000%
  - **Neftegazkomplektmontazh LLC** - Controlled by, Share 51.000%
  - **SGM-Vostok LLC** - Controlled by, Share 99.000%
  - **SGM-TAVRIIA LLC** - Controlled by, Share 60.000%
  - **SGM-Mekhanizatsija LLC** - Controlled by, Share 99.000%
  - **Sgm-Most LLC** - Controlled by, Share 99.000%
  - **‘Gazregion’ Specialized Construction Company LLC** - Controlled by, Share 99.900%
  - **Sfera Lesa LLC** - Controlled by, Share 99.000%
  - **Self-Regulatory Organization Association of Builders of Gas and Oil Complexes** - Controlled by

**Dossier:**

**Sanctions:**


**Rotenberg Arkadiy Romanovich**

Hockey Federation of Russia, Chairman of the Board
co-owner, Share 84.480%

**Rotenberg Boris Romanovich**

FUND ‘TOKSOVSKAIA PERSPECTIVA’, chairman of the board of trustees
co-owner, Share 14.520%
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